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Trinity Real Estate Solutions Expands Portfolio with
Built Technologies’ Draw Management Platform Integration
May 16, 2017 -- Dallas, Texas and Nashville, Tennessee -- Trinity Real Estate Solutions today announced
valuable enhancements for their new construction and renovation lender clients with the integration to
Built Technologies’ web-based construction draw management platform. Lenders working with Trinity
and Built are now able to manage the entire draw administration process online from one place and
deliver their clients faster draw turnaround times and full transparency in real -time.
“We are thrilled to partner with Built as this technology grants Trinity’s lender clients the ability to
automate the construction lending process and get back to what they do best – lending.” said Brad
Meyer, CEO and President of Trinity Real Estate Solutions. “We’re committed to offering the very best
solutions to help our clients, and this integration allows us to expand our superior customer service and
further accelerate the industry-leading turn times lenders expect from Trinity.”
“We’re excited to begin this alliance with Trinity because we know what it means for the industry”, said
Chase Gilbert, President and Co-Founder of Built. “Bringing the entire draw management process online
allows lenders to more safely and efficiently administer construction loans and also allows borrowers to
receive the digital experience they expect in today’s day and age.”
About Trinity Real Estate Solutions, Inc.
Trinity Real Estate Solutions is a national provider of residential and light commercial construction
lending services, specialty inspections, appraisal services, and onsite assessment of properties. Founded
in 2003, Trinity has grown from one company in a specialized industry to five diversified companies –
Trinity Inspection Services®, Trinity Field Services®, Trinity Appraisal Services, Trinity Loan
Administration®, and Trinity Residential Land Services® -- all designed to mitigate risk and ultimately
increase lenders’ profitability by saving money and time for their small, regional and national customers
coast to coast. To learn more, visit trinityonline.com, or join Trinity Real Estate Solutions on LinkedIn or
follow Trinity on Facebook.
About Built Technologies, Inc.
Built is an enterprise technology company focused on making construction lending safer and simpler.
Built's web-based collaboration software brings the draw management process online and helps reduce
construction loan risk, increase loan profitability, transform the borrower experience, and simplify
compliance. Built serves small, regional and national lenders coast-to-coast. To find out more visit
www.getbuilt.com, join Built Technologies on LinkedIn or follow Built on Twitter at @BuiltTechnology.
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